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Abstract

Identification of conserved protein domains that span a wide
range of biological functions provide deep insights regarding
the origin and evolution of complex biological systems.
These versatile conserved domains often have catalytic or
structural roles that can be utilized, with small variations, in

different contexts. The P-loop-containing nucleotide phosphatase fold represents one such catalytic domain that is utilized in almost every conceivable biological system in all the
three superkingdoms of life [1,2]. Folds such as the SH3-like
barrels, the PAS-like fold, the OB fold, the double-stranded
␤-helix, the ␤-propeller and rubredoxin-like zinc ribbons are
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Conclusions: The PRC-barrel is a widespread, ancient domain that appears to have been
recruited to a variety of biological systems, ranging from RNA processing to photosynthesis.
Identification of this versatile domain in numerous proteins could aid investigation of unexplored
aspects of their biology.

refereed research

Results: We show that the PRC-H ␤-barrel domain is the prototype of a novel superfamily of
protein domains, the PRC-barrels, approximately 80 residues long, which is widely represented in
bacteria, archaea and plants. This domain is also present at the carboxyl terminus of the panbacterial protein RimM, which is involved in ribosomal maturation and processing of 16S rRNA.
A family of small proteins conserved in all known euryarchaea are composed entirely of a single
stand-alone copy of the domain. Versions of this domain from photosynthetic proteobacteria
contain a conserved acidic residue that is thought to regulate the reduction of quinones in the
light-induced electron-transfer reaction. Closely related forms containing this acidic residue are
also found in several non-photosynthetic bacteria, as well as in cyanobacteria, which have
reaction centers with a different organization. We also show that the domain contains several
determinants that could mediate specific protein-protein interactions.

deposited research

Background: The H subunit of the purple bacterial photosynthetic reaction center (PRC-H) is
important for the assembly of the photosynthetic reaction center and appears to regulate
electron transfer during the reduction of the secondary quinone. It contains a distinct
cytoplasmic ␤-barrel domain whose fold has no close structural relationship to any other well
known ␤-barrel domain.
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predominantly non-catalytic domains that are widely represented in multiple functional contexts, with roles such as
small-molecule binding, nucleic-acid binding and interaction with other proteins [3-5] (see also the SCOP [6] and
CATH [7] databases). Versatile globular domains appear to
have emerged fairly early in evolution in various fold classes,
such as the ␣/␤ or ␣+␤ mixed folds, or the all-␣ and all-␤
folds [5,8]. Comparative genomics and evolutionary studies
indicate that many of these versatile folds probably emerged
in contexts related to RNA binding in the ancient translation
system and were subsequently re-utilized in other biological
systems [9,10].
Of particular interest in this context are the small all-␤ folds
that assume conformations such as barrels or ␤-helices
[3,4]. These structures have considerable potential for functional versatility, because they are able either to accommodate small molecules within cavities formed by the curved
␤-sheets or to interact with various larger molecules, especially nucleic acids or proteins, via the external surfaces of
the sheets. A few ancient and widespread ␤-rich folds such
as the SH3-like barrel and the OB fold appear to have colonized multiple functional niches early in evolution,
although their earliest versions may have had roles related
to RNA metabolism [9,11-13]. We were interested in identifying other such functionally versatile ␤-rich folds that
could be traced back to the early stages of life’s evolution.
The availability of extensive genome sequence data and
advances in structure determination over recent years allow
the successful application of comparative genomics,
sequence and structure comparisons to identify any such
folds that may be somewhat less widely represented than
the OB or SH3-like folds.
Here, we identify one such ␤-barrel fold typified by the globular domain of the H subunit of the photosynthetic reaction
center (PRC-H) from purple proteobacteria such as
Rhodopseudomonas viridis [14,15]. The purple bacterial
photosynthetic reaction center consists of three primary
subunits, of which PRC-L and PRC-M primarily bind the
pigments involved in photochemistry, whereas PRC-H
appears to be a key regulator of electron transfer between
the quinones in photosynthetic reaction centers [16]. So far,
homologs of the H subunit have only been found in photosynthetic proteobacteria [17-19] and the carboxy-terminal
globular domain of PRC-H shows a distinct ␤-barrel fold
that is structurally unrelated to other characterized
␤-barrels. This raises the important question of the evolutionary provenance of this unique domain. Here we use
sequence-profile analysis and comparative genomics to show
that the ␤-barrel domain of PRC-H defines a novel, widespread superfamily of ␤-barrel domains that is represented
in several bacterial, plant and archaeal genomes. We also
show that this ␤-barrel domain is found in the conserved
protein RimM, which is involved in RNA processing and
ribosomal assembly in the course of translation. Thus we

provide evidence for an unexpected evolutionary connection
between RNA metabolism, translation and the redox reactions in photosynthesis in the form of a shared functionally
versatile ␤-barrel domain.

Results and discussion
Identification of the PRC-barrel domain
The PRC-H subunit is a membrane-spanning protein with a
single amino-terminal transmembrane helix [14,15]. Its
crystal structure reveals a cytoplasmic region comprising a
largely non-globular segment followed by a ␤-barrel-like
structure. The entire cytoplasmic region has been classified
as a novel ␤-rich fold with no relatives in the SCOP database
[6]. However, we observed that the most carboxy-terminal
part of the cytoplasmic region forms a distinct folding unit in
the form of a six-stranded ␤-barrel that could define a novel
evolutionarily conserved domain (Figure 1). A DALI search
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Figure 1
A ribbon representation of the H (gold) and the M (gray) subunits of the
photosynthetic reaction complex (PDB 1eys). The PRC-barrel is colored
purple to highlight it. The two acidic residues projecting in the direction
of the membrane, including the glutamate (E) involved in regulation of
quinone reduction, are shown in space-filling representation. The peptide
from the amino-terminal tail of the M subunit that interacts with a cleft in
the PRC-barrel (PCR-M peptide) is also shown in space-filling
representation.
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To further investigate its evolutionary relationships, we used
the sequence of this ␤-barrel unit from the PRC-H protein
(gi: 132177, residues 151-257) of Rhodopseudomonas viridis
in a PSI-BLAST [21] search of the non-redundant (NR) database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI). This search (expect value (e) threshold for inclusion
in profile = 0.01) recovered, in addition to the orthologs of
the PRC-H proteins from other purple proteobacteria,
several uncharacterized proteins from the cyanobacterium
Anabaena (for example, all5315 and alr5332, iteration 2, e =
10-6-10-4), non-photosynthetic ␣-proteobacteria such as
Mesorhizobium, Sinorhizobium, Brucella and Caulobacter
(for example, SMc00885, iteration 4, e = 10-4 or CAC1676,

iteration 5, e = 10-6), several other assorted bacteria like
Deinococcus, Bacillus and Streptomyces (for example, YlmC
iteration 4, e = 10-5) and several archaea with completely
sequenced genomes. Interestingly, in addition to these proteins, this search also recovered the ribosome-associated
RimM protein from bacteria (for example, RimM, Deinococcus radiodurans, iteration 6, e = 10-4). To establish the
validity of these relationships we collected all the true positives detected in this search and clustered them on the basis
of similarity, obtained diverse representatives belonging to
each cluster, and seeded PSI-BLAST searches with each of
them. The majority of these searches recovered approximately the same set of proteins with statistically significant
e-values. For example a search started with the archaeal
protein Ta0943 (gi: 10640258, whole length) recovers
RimM (from Vibrio cholerae, iteration 4, e = 10-4), and the
PRC-H protein (R. viridis, iteration 8, e = 10-3). Although
some of these searches converged prematurely, they consistently recovered true positives detected in the other searches
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[20] of the PDB database with this ␤-barrel revealed no specific structural relationships with other folds such as the OB
fold or the SH3-like barrel beyond the presence of curved ␤sheets, suggesting that it represents a domain with a distinct
fold (Figure 2).
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Figure 2
A comparison of the PRC-barrel with the analogous ␤-barrels, namely the SH3-like barrel and the OB fold. (a) The representative of the SH3-like barrel
is the dihydrofolate reductase subunit (PDB 1vie) and (b) the representative of the OB fold is the cold-shock protein S1-like RNA-binding domain (PDB
1mjc). Note the difference in packing of the last strand of the OB fold with respect to the first strand in the SH3-like barrel and (c) the PRC-barrel. In
the case of the OB fold, note the difference in orientation of the second strand with respect to the first as compared to the other two ␤-barrels.
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with at least borderline statistical significance (e approximately 0.05-0.01).
We prepared separate multiple sequence alignments of this
region for all the major, distinct clusters of the proteins
detected in the above searches and predicted secondary
structure for each of them. The predicted secondary structure [22] corresponded perfectly with that of the barrel
domain of the classic PRC-H proteins. Furthermore, the
smallest proteins with this region were detected in the Euryarchaea (for example, Ta0943) and their length of approximately 80 residues exactly corresponded to that of the
␤-barrel that forms a distinct folding unit seen in the PRC-H
subunit. Consistent with this, several proteins, such as
mll3685 from Mesorhizobium loti, have duplications or triplications of this region, which indicate that the boundaries of
each repeat correspond perfectly to the ␤-barrel unit of
PRC-H. These observations suggest that this region indeed
defines a novel evolutionarily mobile domain of approximately 80 residues (Figure 3). We named it the PRC-barrel
after the photosynthetic reaction center subunit H, in which
it was first observed.
Most of the sequence conservation in the PRC-barrel is centered on the hydrophobic residues that stabilize the six
strands of the domain. Additionally, there is a nearly invariant glycine (Figure 3) that corresponds to the beginning of
strand 2 and is likely to stabilize the first ␤-hairpin in the
structure. Beyond the conserved core, there is considerable
variability in the residues in the loops, and these are likely to
impart the specificity required for the diverse interactions of
this superfamily.

Potential biological functions of the PRC-barrels
The experimentally characterized PRC-barrel-containing
proteins possess diverse biological functions: the PRC-H
subunits themselves are involved in photosynthesis in the
purple bacteria [14], whereas RimM is a protein that associates with the 30S ribosomal subunit and is required for

efficient translation and processing of 16S RNA [23-25].
Gene-disruption studies in Rhodobacter capsulatus indicate
that loss of the PRC-H subunit results in disruption of the
reaction center and the light-harvesting complex-1 and loss
of photosynthetic growth [26,27]. Biochemical studies have
pointed out that the PRC-barrel of the purple bacterial
PRC-H lies on the cytosolic face of the reaction center and
directly affects the redox processes during the photosynthetic reaction [16,28]. On photoactivation there is an
electron-transfer chain from the primary donor - the
bacteriochlorophyll molecules - to the primary quinone, and
then to the secondary quinone. A glutamate residue (E173 in
R. viridis PRC-H) located in the loop between strand 2 and 3
of the PRC domain is in the vicinity of the secondary
quinone of the reaction center. The site-directed mutagenesis of this glutamate severely retards the first and second
electron transfers from the primary quinone that successively reduce the secondary quinone to semi-quinone and
quinol [16]. The crystal structure of the reaction center
reveals that this acidic residue of the PRC-barrel is situated
close to other acidic residues from the PRC-L subunit, which
interact with the quinone [16]. Thus, the acidic residue in the
loop between the PRC could act as a regulator of the electrostatic state of the reaction complex to potentiate electron
transfer. The multiple alignment (Figure 3) of the
PRC-barrel reveals that this glutamate, or an equivalent
acidic residue, is conserved in the majority of PRC-barrels
that are most closely related to the PRC-H version. In addition to the purple bacteria, such versions are seen in the
cyanobacteria, ␣-proteobacteria such as rhizobia, Agrobacterium tumefaciens and Brucella melitensis, and Deinococcus radiodurans (Figure 3). In the case of the cyanobacteria,
it is possible that some of the PRC-H-like proteins that
contain an equivalent acidic residue might associate with
their very distinct photosynthetic reaction centers [29-31],
by analogy with their purple bacterial counterparts. One of
these proteins from Anabaena cylindrica is exclusively
expressed in the spore-like akinetes [32], though its actual
function remains unknown. The extensive spread of this

Figure 3 (see figure on the next page)
A multiple alignment of the PRC-barrel was constructed using T-Coffee [38] and realigning the sequences by parsing high-scoring pairs from PSI-BLAST
search results. The secondary structure assigned by PHD [22] is shown above the alignment, with E representing a ␤-strand, and H an ␣-helix. The 85%
consensus shown below the alignment was derived using the following amino-acid classes: hydrophobic (h, ALICVMYFW, yellow shading); the aliphatic
subset of the hydrophobic class (l, ALIVMC, yellow shading); small (s, ACDGNPSTV, green) and polar (p, CDEHKNQRST, blue). A ‘G’ denotes the
conserved G of the tiny subset of the small class. Columns of residues that are peculiar to a particular category of PRC-barrels (see text) are colored
red. The limits of the domains are indicated by the residue positions on each side. The numbers within the alignment are non-conserved inserts that have
not been shown. The different families are shown on the right. The sequences are denoted by their gene name followed by the species abbreviation and
GenBank identifier (gi). The species abbreviations are: Archaea: Af, Archaeoglobus fulgidus; Hsp, Halobacterium sp. NRC-1; Mac, Methanosarcina
acetivorans; Mta, Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum; Mj, Methanococcus jannaschii; Ph, Pyrococcus horikoshii; Tac, Thermoplasma acidophilum; Bacteria:
Atu, Agrobacterium tumefaciens; Aae, Aquifex aeolicus; Ana, Anabaena sp.; Bs, Bacillus subtilis; Bb, Borrelia burgdorferi; Bmel, Brucella melitensis; Cac, Clostridium
acetobutylicum; Ccr, Caulobacter crescentus; Cj, Campylobacter jejuni; Des, Desulfitobacterium hafniense; Drad, Deinococcus radiodurans; Ec, Escherichia coli;
Hi, Haemophilus influenzae; Hp, Helicobacter pylori; Mlo, Mesorhizobium loti; Mtu, Mycobacterium tuberculosis; Nm, Neisseria meningitidis; Pae, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa; Pmar, Prochlorococcus marinus; Rcap, Rhodobacter capsulatus; Rp, Rickettsia prowazekii; Rsp, Rhodobacter sphaeroides; Rvi, Rhodopseudomonas
viridis; Sli, Streptomyces lividans; Sme, Sinorhizobium meliloti; Scoe, Streptomyces coelicolor A3; Syco, Synechococcus sp.; Ssp, Synechocystis sp.; Tm, Thermotoga
maritima; Tp, Treponema pallidum; Ter, Trichodesmium erythraeum; Tsyn, Thermosynechococcus elongatus; Ttep, Thermochromatium tepidum; Xf, Xylella
fastidiosa; Plants: At, Arabidopsis thaliana.
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Figure 3 (see legend on the previous page)
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FSIAEGDVDPRGLPVVAA---DGVEAGTVTDLWVDRSE-HYFRYLELSVAG---SARTALIPLGF----CDVKKD------KIVVTSILSEQ
NKKKVLLPIGFS---RFDKKARKVKVDAIKAAHFANVP
FSIAEGDPDPRGMTVVGL---DGEVAGTVSDVWVDRSE-PQIRYLEVEVAA---FHVSAGK-NPIGLPVRGC---DLEIAGKVVDIWVDIPE-QMARFLEVELKD----GSTRLLPMQM----VKVQSNR-VHVNALSSDLFAGIP
-GKKKLLPMTM----LKIWSDR-VRVNAITSDLFDTIP
MKVSAGR-DPRGMPVQAG---DTEVVGKIVDMWVDIPE-QLVRYLEVELNS---FGKKVLLPVGRS---RIDYGAG-----RVYAIGMTRDQ
YQDSFQGNDIKGLGVYTER--SDEKIGTVNDVLVDD-E-GHFRYLIVDL-GFWIYRETFGGDDVKALELYTQ---SGVRVGAIADVLVDN-E-GRFRYLVIDTHIDDSISKKILLPIGLS---QINYPER-----RVYVDGLSKEQ
FGKKVLLPIGLA---RLNYENK-----RLLVPGLTKEQ
INEIFGGNDIKDFDVYA----DNDKIGNVDNILVDEDD-GHFRYFIIDT-GFWVRDTEFDNYNIKDFDVYSDI--DNDKVGTVKHILVDD-S-GRFRYLVVDT-GFWFFGRQVLLPIGRS---RFNYTNR-----RVYANGLTKEQ
GEKNVAFDFNKA---QWAEKDGK----RWLVIKTTKED
APNGSLVSKIIGATVYNGTDANAQTIGKVNDVLLAK-D-GKAQSLIIGVGGFLGI
GAKEVAVGMDNL---KFMTDKSGN---KYLYTNFTKEQ
PIDKIRAEDLVGTTVYGA---NDAKVGKIGDVVLTG-D-KKVDAVLIDVGGFLGI
GTKNVAFDYDKL---QWAEKNGD----RWLVAQTTKDE
RAEGNIVTNIIGESVYNGTGDDAENIGKVSDVVFDK-D-GMAKSVVIGVGGFLGV
RADGNLATNIIGKTVYNGTGDDAQNIGSVNDIVLSK-E-GKAESLVIGVGGFLGL
GAKNVTYDFNKA---QWAEKNGD----RWLVAQTTKEA
PVGEIKASDLKGTTVYGA---NDAKVGEIGDVVLTP-D-KKTDAVIVNVGGFLGI
GTKEVAVGLDNL---KFMTDKNGK---KYLYTTFTKEQ
LGPGLRVDEIVGSEVRSS---DDKIVGEVRNVVIGT-K-DRWDYAVVASGGFFIA
GKDSIVVPLRY----LQVNEERT----SFYLRISS-AD
ANEGLSAEKLIGAMVYDA---DETKIGTIGDVLMSA-D-GQTEAFVADVGGFLGI
NSKPVAISIANL---DVATGKDGK---LSVFTQFTKKD
SPGQLLTSDFIGQPVYNGPSDDADNIGTVNDIILGA-D-GTPQAIVIGVGGFLGV
GEKDVAIGCNHF---SWVDKSGGT---RWLMVDADKEQ
GEKNVAVPFDKIA--VADQPDSDDI--KLTTTETA-DS
AENQVSANTYIGQSVYNA---SDESIGEINDLIIEK-E-GGIAAAVVGVGGFLGI
KPTDVLSYNLINLNVTNT---ANESIGEIKDLVLS--E-GQLAGYILSVGGVLGM
GERYVVVSPKAL---KITYVENDK-KWTAVMDATK-DQ
GAKDVAVPMDK----VTMTRNTQ---DGTIRLTTTETA
GENQVSANDYIGKSVYTG---ADESIGNVTNLIMEQ-D-GGLVAAVIGVGGFLGI
QKTDLTASQLDGMDIYNA---QNENIGEIEDVVIG--DGKSVIGLVASVGGFLGI
DKSYVVLDPAS----VAVHNDNG--TWKAYVDTTKDAL
SDKFFAIPWQA----LQLRVHEH----AFLLDIPKETL
NPDFLSANTLKGDKVVNR---AGEDIGKIEELMIDLQD-GRVGYAVLSFGGFLGM
GSKFFAIPWQA----LQLKVHEH----AFVLDISKETL
GPEFLSASTIKGDKIISS---TGEDIGKIDELMIDL-ENGRVAYAAVSHGGYLGV
IPDFLSANTIKTDRVVNT---AGEDLGRIDELMIDL-DNGRVAYAVLSFGGFLGM
SDKLFAIPWNF----LTYRAHEH----AFTLDIPRDVL
KCKFFAIPWGA----LHTSRG------DYILKVDKDAF
NRTFVAATEIKGSKILTV---KDEELGTIKEVMIDS-EWGRIAYVVFACDCFLGM
SSKEVLVPVGY----GRVDDS------GVYFDSLTKDQ
NLNDTSMYNPVGAAAYGV---NGDKIGTVRDALVEP-ETGRIRYFLVDVGGWF-MITREEIANVLDQPVYDG---DGNKIGDAKHVFFDD-MTGR-PEWVSVKTGMF-GSTESFVPIR-----AALVQD------HLEVPYGK-DQ
-SRDAFVPLE-----SELVDG------ALRVPFDR-AL
VRTDIDPRNLIGRKAFDR---DGSRIGTVDEVYLDD-ATGV-PEWAAIRTGLF-MFEAENIRDWRGLDVVDY---DGRKIGTLESIYFDT-LTDR-PAFATVTIGLPTRRRLVFVPVD-----ATVGPS------YLKVTYDK-SL
TPSLIASDKVEGTRVYGA---DGKHIGSIQRIILEK-RGGRVAYAVLSFGGFLGI
GDDYYPLPWEK----LHYDEELD----GYRIDLTKEQI
SHDLIASDRVVGTAVYDM---NGENVGSIERIILEK-RGGRVAYAVMSFGGILGI
GHEHYPLPWEM----LDYNTDLG----GFQVNITK-EQ
LGPGLRVDEIVGSEVRSS---DDKIVGEVRNVVIGT-K-DRWDYAVVASGGFFIA
GKDSIVVPLRYL---QVNEERN-----SFYLRISS-AD
GEKYHAIPWAS----LDYDENRG----GYVVPFSKEQL
HTEAIAASRVIGTSVYNT---EGRSIGSIEDIMLDK-TSNGIMFAVIGFGGFLGI
--SISGLPRYM----YLSSIHQYG---DVILVDNEDVI
SEQIIRRSDILNTQVITRD--NGKRLGIVSQVWVDI-D-QREVVALGLRDSLI-DIEVEALSNLINWEVITE---TGEVLGRVRGFRFEA-ETGKLNTIVIASLGVP-QIPDQFLSTYEISI-EEVVSTGPN---RLIVFEGAEER
--AVAGIPKFM----FLKDVCEIG---DVILVDDEEVI
SEKNRQRSELLGTQIITRD--KGKRLGVVSQLWVDV-D-KREVVAIGLRDNIL-QIPDQIISTYEMPI-DEIVASGPN---RLIVFEGSEEK
DIDTEAYSGLINSEVLTE---NGDFLGRVRDFKCDV-RDGKVLSLIIASIGIP---FLPGLPKWM----PLESIKQVG---DVILVDSLDSL
SERLWLRSELMGTQVITTD--TGRRLGVVGEVVVDI-D-RREVVALGLRDNPLTR
GFSPERYGKVINCQVITE---SGQLLGRVLGFSFDI-ETGDLISLVMGAVGVP-LLGEGVLSTWEIPV-DEIVSSGTD---RIIVYEGAEEK
--SLTGMPQYLY---LNSIVQTGD---VVLVENDDVFE
IDNIRLRNEFINTEVITRS--SGKKLGVVKEVLVDV-D-QREIVALGLRDNFL-QIPDQLISTYELSI-DEVVSSGPN---RLIVFEGAEER
LVEVDLYSPLVNSEVVTE---TGEPLGRVRDFQFDL-ATGKVSSIIIASLGLP-STQLLQRADLIGTQVITRD--TGRKLGVINQVWVDT-D-QRQVVALGVRNTLF-----TGEQRYI----LLDSIRQIG---DVILVEHDDDV
WIPAQLISTYELPI-EEIVSTGPD---RIIVFEGAETR
ALNTYNYSTLIDSEIVTE---TGELLGKVRGFKFDP-DTGDITDLILASIGLP-LLSGESERFL-----LTDIVRV-----LLCLVSATLKV
FKQSTTRSNLVAKQVVSIQ--SALSLGFISQLWVDT--TSWLVLVVDVKPS---TYILVYIKISVGYRVVTP---GGRNIGKVSTYRLDV-ED---IIEVL----------QDIVVVQ------EDAASRKQ----RLTKGLWDAQF
---GRQKKYF-----TWKQVETIGV--DATLVNGKSQP
IPEVIKHSQLLKRLVLDIE--TVEDQGCIEELCLNI--QSHQVIGFICKSGFF--QGALNSIYLLNP--EAISSVGNK---RVIVVNNYLDN
LENYNNIIHIIGNEVWTD---TGEKVGFIVEYLLNI-KTGEIVNYLFKYNGL--QPEELTLSDLLNRQVLDRQ--TTDEHGRIDRVWMHP--PAHRVLGFLCKQGLI----RGEFSAF-----RLDQLHALGD--DSVVLEAAPQP
-RGVAGMLWDLDP--QLVLSYGQA---RVLVAELDPET
PEKVDRLESLLQHEVWTD---AGLHVGKIVDCRFDR-QTGYISAYLVSPHGW--HHHHALLRACDI---SSIFDD------RILASVSSEQL
DHTLRTCHEVEGFPVYSER--TSSYLGTISDICFSL--KGDCLGFILAQKRFL--PKSCFTYEQMKMKLVKSQ---EGDILGMLEDVYFCL--DRGIIVAYELSDGFFSD 1 AGSKRQIQRADSL--VEVRKD------EIVLNG----VLRLKPSKEFLSLPIVSLS--EGQHIGYVKSLVIDA--QAKALAALVIDPKGF-----FRDQRII----PYAKVVSVGA--DAITIDKGAYV
--EGFFSGKAILEA-DYVVTIGQD---VIVAQKGCETS
LSLIKEKLTIIGTRVITQ---SGKTLGVVEEYYVDP-DTGKITQMEISGGKI-----LRAAKAV-----PFGRVQSIGE--KAVMIATPEDV
---MIKGKELLGRPVVAVS--NGAQVDNVHDVVFDH--QGNRVLALLVEEGGW-KEALAGKTNLIGMTLLTT---DGQTLGKITDVYFDE--RSGQVEGYEASGGLFAD 1 TNGRTFIPAPQ----SIQIGKDSA---IVPAGVAA-AM
FNKHCCISVKN----MVSFTS------KMIVNYVPYKG
---MIRSREFIGADVYST---KGEKIGAVDDVILNF--SSGFVLGFKINKGKV-KGSFIRFNSIKNMDVINY---DGTILGMVEEIMFDE--KTFKIKGIIVSRGFFAN 2 SGKKIILEGN-----YMLGKK------NLFCFSNDKNL
MDELMAARSLTTRPVVTL---GGDAVAHVKDTVCDA--AAERITGFTLTGRGLLS
GPLKEGLPWSA----VYALGH------DAVMIRDRRGL
AHQQNLRARLRGARVLTE---AGTEIGTVLDVVVEGG-TGGRVVGFRVAASRRFV 5 HRRRVYVPRGR----TLTVSG------RALVLPDGAVR
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version of the domain in non-photosynthetic proteobacteria
such as the rhizobia, suggest that a similar mechanism of
regulating electron transfers may, perhaps, be used in regulating non-photosynthetic electron-transfer reactions.
Many PRC-barrels, including those of the RimM family, lack
the acidic residue typical of those related to the PRC-H
subunit and required for redox regulation. The crystal structure shows that the PRC-barrel domain mediates a contact
with the amino-terminal cytoplasmic peptide of the PRC-M
subunit and also makes contacts with the other structurally
less ordered regions of the PRC-H polypeptide [14,15]
(Figure 1). This suggests that, in addition to the specific electrostatic regulatory function, the PRC-barrel mediates specific interactions with other molecules through multiple
surfaces. These interactions are consistent with the ‘foundational role’ postulated for the PRC-H protein in the assembly
of the reaction center [33]. Such a protein-protein interaction role in the assembly of complexes could be a potential
function of the PRC-barrels that do not possess the features
suggestive of redox regulation. Given that RimM specifically
associates with the 30S ribosomal subunit rather than the
fully assembled ribosome, and participates in the maturation
of the 16S rRNA [23-25], it is possible that the carboxyterminal PRC-barrel could be used to bind RNA or proteins.
An acidic residue at the beginning of strand 3 and a patch of
large and acidic residues at the extreme amino terminus of
the PRC-barrel that is specific to the RimM proteins are of
particular interest in this regard (Figure 3). On the basis of
the structure of the PRC-barrel it can be predicted that in
RimM these residues are likely to line a cleft that may
accommodate a peptide from an interacting protein
(Figures 1,3). Other surfaces of the PRC-barrel in the RimM
protein could interact with other proteins, or, alternatively,
interact with RNA. The original report on the crystal structure of the photosynthetic reaction center suggested that the
region corresponding to the PRC-barrel of the PRC-H
subunit could bind a small-molecule ligand [14]. While the
structure of the PRC-barrels with a central aperture
(Figures 1,2) makes this a tempting possibility, currently
there is no evidence to support the possibility that these
domains bind small-molecule ligands.

Evolutionary history and diversification of the
PRC-barrels
The phyletic patterns and relationships of the PRC-barrels
have a number of important implications, including some
for the evolution of the photosynthetic reaction center in
bacteria. Phylogenetic analysis and similarity-based clustering show that these domains essentially form three large and
distinct groups (Figure 4) and at least two smaller clusters.
The PRC-H subunits and their close relatives from
cyanobacteria, non-photosynthetic ␣-proteobacteria and
D. radiodurans form the first of these groups. They are represented in multiple copies in the proteomes of most
␣-proteobacteria. In addition, they are also seen in multiple

copies in the cyanobacterium Anabaena, the actinomycete
Streptomyces coelicolor, D. radiodurans and the euryarchaeon Methanosarcina acetivorans. In this group, the
PRC-barrel occurs either linked to amino-terminal
transmembrane helices or as tandem repeats, with up to
three copies, or linked to another ␣-helical repetitive domain
also found in the Bacillus protein YsnF (Figure 4). Most
members of this group contain a negatively charged residue
in the loop between strand 2 and 3 (Figure 3) that could be
implicated in electrostatic regulatory processes, as in the case
of PRC-H proper. The second major group is represented in
all the euryarchaeal genomes available to date and is additionally found in a few Gram-positive bacteria. All proteins
belonging to this class are the stand-alone minimal version of
the PRC-barrel. The third large group of these proteins comprises the RimM orthologs. These are the most prevalent of
all the PRC-barrel proteins and are present in a single copy in
all bacterial proteomes available to date, and also in plants in
the form of a chloroplast-derived version. The RimM proteins
have an additional specific amino-terminal ␤-strand-rich
domain with no detectable relationship to other domains.
In addition to these three major groups, there is one small
group that has representatives only in the cyanobacteria and
plants (Figures 2,4) and appears to contain more distant relatives of the PRC-H-like PRC-barrels. All members of this
group contain two copies of the PRC-barrel, and, in most
cases, one of these copies contains an acidic residue in the
loop between strand 2 and 3 that might be equivalent to the
classic PRC-H-like regulatory acidic residue. The presence of
a predicted amino-terminal transit peptide in the plant proteins suggests that it probably functions in the chloroplast,
and that these proteins may, in part, have a regulatory function analogous to the PRC subunit. The other small group,
typified by the Bacillus subtilis protein YrrD, has so far been
found only in the actinomycetes, Gram-positive bacteria and
D. radiodurans (Figures 3,4). This group is most closely
related to the above-discussed plant-cyanobacterial group,
and is ultimately a distant relative of the larger PRC-H like
group. Most members of this group have duplicate copies of
the PRC-barrel domain and typically lack the acidic residue
in the loop between strands 2 and 3.
The phyletic pattern of RimM is reminiscent of proteins that
for part of the ribosome or participate in RNA metabolism
[9]. Likewise, the presence of the euryarchaeal-type solo
PRC-barrels in every euryarchaeal genome, despite the
metabolic diversity of these euryarchaea, suggests that these
proteins probably have a core cellular function. One likely
possibility is that they function in RNA metabolism, perhaps
as the archaeal equivalents of RimM. In contrast to these
two groups of PRC-barrels, the PRC-H-like group and their
more distant relatives have a phyletic distribution, mainly
limited to bacteria or archaea with large genomes and
complex metabolism. This suggests that they were, perhaps,
derived later in bacteria evolution from a version involved in
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into other uncharacterized electron-transfer chains. This is
consistent with the previously observed case of horizontal
transfer of ␣-proteobacterial reaction-center genes, including that for PRC-H, into the ␤-proteobacteria [34].

Conclusions

information

We show that the carboxy-terminal ␤-barrel domain of the H
subunit of the photosynthetic reaction center defines a novel
all-␤-sheet fold, representatives of which are widespread
throughout the prokaryotic world. Homologs of PRC-H, with a
conserved acidic residue that has been shown to have a role in
regulating electron transfer in the reduction of the secondary
quinone of reaction centers, are also found in non-photosynthetic ␣-proteobacteria, cyanobacteria, D. radiodurans and
the archaeon M. acetivorans. It appears likely that the PRCH-like version of the PRC-barrels was first derived in the

interactions

RNA metabolism. The extensive presence of multiple copies
of the PRC-H-like versions in diverse ␣-proteobacteria suggests that this particular form, with the characteristic acidic
residue, was derived in their common ancestor. A corollary
to this is that these proteins probably functioned, initially, as
regulators of electron-transfer chains in non-photosynthetic
energy metabolism systems in the ancestral ␣-proteobacterium. They were subsequently utilized in the photosynthetic reaction center after a subset of these bacteria
acquired photosynthesis. The phylogenetic tree supports a
close relationship between some of the cyanobacterial
PRC-barrels and the PRC-H proteins of the photosynthetic
␣-proteobacteria (Figure 4). This implies that the cyanobacteria probably acquired these forms of the PRC-barrel
through lateral transfer from the purple bacteria and may
have incorporated them as regulatory subunits into the organizationally distinct cyanobacterial photosystems [29-31] or

refereed research

Figure 4
Phylogenetic relationships of the PRC-barrel-containing proteins along with the domain architectures. The phyletic pattern of each family is shown, along
with the number of proteins (if there is more than one). Species abbreviations are as in Figure 3. The RELL bootstrap values for the major branches are
shown at their base. The thickness of a given branch is approximately proportional to the number of proteins contained within it. Ysnf, a repeat domain
typified by the Bacillus subtilis YsnF protein; N-term, the specific amino-terminal domain of the RimM proteins.
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ancestral ␣-proteobacteria, followed by dissemination into
other lineages. Probably, these proteins originally functioned in non-photosynthetic electron-transfer chains and
were subsequently incorporated into the photosynthetic
apparatus after its emergence in the ␣-proteobacteria. In
addition, this domain also appears to mediate specific
protein-protein interactions. This is likely to be the principal
role of versions of this domain present in the pan-bacterial
RimM proteins and other proteins widely distributed in bacteria and archaea. A protein comprising only a stand-alone
copy of the PRC-barrel is conserved in all the euryarchaeal
proteomes available to date, and, by analogy with the RimM
protein, is predicted to function in RNA metabolism. It
seems possible that PRC-barrels with a sporadic distribution
and a regulatory function in energy metabolism or photosynthesis are likely to have been derived from more conserved
and ancient versions that were probably involved in RNA
metabolism. The identification of this domain may help in
the exploration of hitherto unexplored facets of diverse biological processes such as photosynthesis, energy metabolism
and RNA metabolism.

Protml program of the Molphy package [42] to arrive at the
maximum likelihood (ML) tree. The statistical significance
of various nodes of this ML tree was assessed using the relative estimate of logarithmic likelihood bootstrap (Protml
RELL-BP) with 10,000 replicates.
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